Welcome from the Program Co-Chairs
Welcome to the 2013 edition of the Internet Measurement Conference. The 42 papers you will
hear presented over the next three days represent some of the year’s best work in network
measurement and we hope you enjoy their contributions!
This year the conference received 178 submissions of which 92 were long papers and 86 were
short papers. During an initial round of reviewing, each paper received 3 reviews. After assessing
these reviews, 100 papers (63 long and 37 short) proceeded to a second round of additional
reviewing. From these 100 papers, 72 papers (45 long, 27 short) were selected for discussion at the
program committee meeting. The typical PC member reviewed between 20 and 22 papers and read
several more.
The program committee met in Cambridge, Massachusetts, on July 10th. Almost the entire
program committee was present. We are grateful for the effort they made (in some cases taking
international and red-eye flights) to attend and for their insightful discussion.
Reviewing was single blind. The reviewers knew who the authors were, but the authors will not
know who the reviewers are. We were careful to ensure reviewers did not review papers for which
they were conflicted. We did catch a couple of cases where conflicts were inappropriately claimed
to try to exclude a reviewer, a practice we resisted.
As Program Co-Chairs our job was largely that of orchestrating the hard work of others. Our
greatest thanks are due to the members of the Program Committee. Their effort and insight can be
seen in the review summaries that accompany each paper in the program. We would also like to
thank the Steering Committee (Mark Allman, Chen-Nee Chuah, Jim Kurose and Renata Teixeira)
for freely offering advice when asked and largely refraining from providing advice when we didn’t
want (and hopefully, did not need) it.
We would like to thank Dina Papagiannaki, our general chair, Blerim Cici, the IMC’13 website
manager, and Bimal Viswanath, the IMC’13 submission site manager for helping with logistics.
Finally, we want to thank ACM SIGCOMM and our corporate sponsors for making IMC’13
possible.
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